
A Passion for Music
After months and countless rehearsals, saxophonist Braydon Sowell11 quali-

fied for the Texas All-State Band and made earned third-chair in the band.
“I started practicing at the beginning of  summer,” Sowell said. “I knew I had 

to start early enough to get the most out of  my effort to shoot for state.” 
 All-State is the highest honor a high school music student can receive. 

Auditions begin with All-Region, then move to Area, then Sate. An average of  
16,000 students audition each year for All-Region.

“I didn’t really expect to make state,” Sowell said. “I knew I had a chance, 
because I knew I worked on the music as hard as I could with Mr. Durham and 
Mr. Edge.” 

During the state convention in San Antonio, Sowell had to go through a se-
ries of  activities over the course of  two days in preparation for the 2016 All-State 
Band concert.

“The convention was a lot of  fun,” Sowell said. “I played on a bunch of  
unique saxophones, but the music I had to learn was extremely difficult.”

 Sowell represented Carthage in San Antonio at the state concert, which was 
held Feb. 13.

“I have learned so much from making the All-State Band," Sowell said. “I 
had no idea that such a wide variety of  music existed until I went to San Anto-
nio. I feel like I have advanced a lot in my music career since attending the state 
convention.”

Sowell plans on using his new knowledge to help further his music career.
“I’d like to direct my thanks to Mr. Durham and Mr. Edge,” Sowell said. 

“[They] pushed me to pursue my passion for music and I can't wait to see where 
it takes me in the future.”
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>> “Life is suddenly so much more stressful.”
-Chase Crawford11

>> “Because of  how badly I wish I were a senior.” 
-Kell Whitlock11 

>> “You start saying 'I can't wait to gradute next year.” 
-Jazmine Graves11 

 
>> “I don't. I still think I'm a sophmore.”

-Riley Green11

>> “When you dont procrastinate anymore... you just 
give up.” 

-Easton Wilson11

>> “When you get to order the underclassmen around 
in softball, because you're finally an uppperclassmen.” 

-Keighly Reynolds11

>> “When you are literally comprised entirely of  stress.”
-Colby Green11

Ways You Know You're a Junior

As the evening turns dark and music and prayer fill the atmosphere, worship and 
tradition begin. 

Junior Chaitali Patel attends Garbea yearly at the end of  October, at public locations 
in larger towns, to celebrate and worship a god as part of  her Hindu culture. 

“We go for religious purposes,” Patel said. “It only happens one a year. We pray 
regularly, but we only meet at that one time.”

At this event, a god is chosen to be praised and the celebration involves eating, danc-
ing, singing and praying through the night. After everyone has eaten, Dandiyas, a dances 
performed with sticks, is done.

“We dance a lot,” Patel said. “We get dressed up a certain way because that is the 
tradition.” 

The dress code includes traditional wear; however, the males wear more modern 
day clothing such as a dress shirt and pants. The females, on the other hand, wear the 
chunyacholi which is a blouse that wraps around your whole body and follows with a 
long skirt. 

“I get mine from India,” Patel said. “My family there sends it to me. They get it from 
a store and send it here. It’s kind of  like a prom dress shop.”

Other rituals are also practiced at this ceremony such as passing around an aarti (a 
flaming pate) while signing and praying. 

“My favorite thing is definitely dancing because I feel like I’m getting a workout 
when I’m doing it,” Patel said. “It's fun when you dance all night and you're dressed up 
really nice.”

The event starts in the evening and ends late at night as the people celebrate the one 
yearly event. 

“I think it's special because you get to go and praise a god,” Patel said. “I get to see 
all my friends that are Indian and the event represents my culture.”

Patel has practiced Hinduism her whole life and has attended Garbea every year. 
She is familiar with all the customs the event has, from what to wear to what to do. 

“I think it reflects who I am,” Patel said. “I want to be involved in my culture and 
my religion and it’s just a fun way to do it."
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A Cultural Celebration
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